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Molecular modeling and 3D-QSAR studies
of indolomorphinan derivatives as kappa opioid antagonists
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Abstract—Molecular modeling and 3D-QSAR studies were performed on 31 indolomorphinan derivatives to evaluate their antag-
onistic behaviors on j opioid receptor and provide information for further modification of this kind of compounds. Best predictions
were obtained with CoMFA standard model (q2 = 0.693, N = 4, r2 = 0.900) and CoMSIA combined model (q2 = 0.617, N = 4,
r2 = 0.904). Both models were further validated by an external test set of eight compounds with satisfactory predictions:
r2 = 0.607 for CoMFA and r2 = 0.701 for CoMSIA. In addition, the 3D structure of human j opioid receptor was constructed based
on the crystal structure of bovine rhodopsin, and the CoMSIA contour plots were then mapped into the structural model of j opioid
receptor–GNTI complex to identify key residues, which might account for j antagonist potency and selectivity. The roles of non-
conserved Glu297 and conserved Lys227 of human j opioid receptor were then discussed.
� 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

There are three well-adopted subtypes of opioid recep-
tors: l, j, and d.1,2 However, to date the precise role
of j opioid receptor has not been well established yet.
It appears that j opioid receptor exerts its physiological
roles by participating in pain process and regulating im-
mune systems3,4 where selective j opioid antagonists
could provide powerful tools to investigate detailed
interactions between the receptor and ligand. Mean-
while, j selective antagonists also showed some clinical
potentials.5,6

Nor-BNI (norbinaltorphimine, 1) is the first highly
selective j opioid antagonist reported by Portoghese
et al.,7 who believed that it was the second basic group
that conferred j potency and selectivity of the com-
pound.8 The hypothesis was confirmed in their subse-
quent work9 by structure simplification of nor-BNI.
The basic group was further identified interacting with
Glu297 of j opioid receptor by site-directed mutagene-
sis.10 Moreover, the attachment of a basic group to
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the 5 0-substitutes of naltrindole, a potent d selective
antagonist, led to the discovery of a more potent j selec-
tive antagonist, 5 0-guanidine naltrindole (GNTI, 2).11

There were also some other types of j selective antago-
nists such as JDTic12,13 (3) and KAA-1(4)14 recently
reported by Carroll and co-workers, which also owned
a second basic group (Fig. 1).

In order to elucidate the mechanism of action of known
kappa antagonists and design new kappa selective
antagonists, molecular modeling and 3D-QSAR studies
were conducted here. At first, 39 indolomorphinan
derivatives, potent kappa selective antagonists by add-
ing a basic or neutral group in the 5 0-position of naltrin-
dole, were collected from the literature. They were then
divided into two groups: 31 compounds as training set
and the other eight ones as test set. The training set
was used to build 3D-QSAR models with CoMFA
(comparative molecular field analysis) and CoMSIA
(comparative molecular similarity indices analysis)
methods, while the test set was used to validate the
3D-QSAR models further. Meanwhile, due to unavail-
ability of experimental structure, the 3D structure of
kappa opioid receptor was constructed based on the
crystal structure of bovine rhodopsin. The interaction
mode of GNTI with kappa receptor was hence obtained.
Finally, the contour plots of CoMFA were mapped into
the binding site of kappa receptor to identify key
residues that might account for ligand binding and
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Figure 1. Some potent highly selective j antagonists reported recently.
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selectivity. The studies provided us helpful information
on how to modify indolomorphinan derivatives.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data set

Thirty nine compounds were collected from several re-
ports of the Lewis group15–18 (Table 1). Most of these
compounds were indolomorphinan analogs of GNTI
(2) and showed significant j antagonistic potency,
though they were also antagonists against l and d
subtypes, too. All compounds were evaluated in com-
petition binding assays with [3H] U69593 in cloned
human j opioid receptor transfected into Chinese
hamster ovary (CHO) cells. Similar assays were also
performed on GNTI by Jones and Portoghese.19 In
this study, GNTI was only considered as a reference
structure to eliminate evaluation errors between differ-
ent groups. Eight compounds were randomly selected
from the 39 molecules to make a test set for further
model validation, and the rest of the 31 compounds
served as the training set.

2.2. Molecular modeling and structural alignment

All calculations were carried out on a R14000 SGI Fuel
workstation using molecular modeling software package
SYBYLSYBYL V6.9V6.9.20 All compounds were constructed in SYBYLSYBYL

based on the crystal structure of nor-BNI21 since these
compounds may similarly bind to j opioid receptor.
Considering the vital role of a basic group for j selectiv-
ity and antagonistic potency, the basic groups of all
compounds were fixed near the protonated nitrogen
atom of nor-BNI supposing they shared similar binding
models to j opioid receptor. All compounds were pro-
tonated and assigned with Gasteiger–Hückel charges.
For some more flexible compounds, systematic searches
were performed with an interval of 10� on rotatory
bonds to ensure their low energy conformations. Final-
ly, they were minimized with Tripos force field.22
The most crucial step in performing CoMFA and CoM-
SIA is to determine the bioactive conformations of the
compounds so that all compounds could be aligned
together. Though nor-BNI was not employed to estab-
lish 3D-QSAR models here, its structure was selected
as the template for structural alignment from the align-
ment facility in SYBYLSYBYL, due to its selective j antagonistic
potency and quite rigid structure. The final structural
alignment is shown in Figure 2.

2.3. PLS analysis

As usual, PLS (partial least squares) method was used to
establish and validate CoMFA and CoMSIA models
here. The binding affinity Ki values were converted into
pKi values, to describe the biological activities. CoMFA
was set at standard values, with a sp3 carbon atom with
one positive charge used to probe steric and electrostatic
fields. The standard cutoff value was set to 30 kcal/mol.
CoMSIA fields were set in their default opinions.

LOO (leave one out) cross-validation method was used
to evaluate the initial models. The cross-validated coef-
ficient q2 was calculated using the following equation:

q2 ¼ 1:0�
P

cðcpred � cactualÞ
2

P
cðcactual � cmeanÞ

2

where cpred, cactual, and cmean are predicted, actual, and
mean values of the target property (pKi), respectively,
and PRESS ¼

P
cðcpred � cactualÞ

2
is the sum of predictive

sum of squares. The optimum number of components
was then given, and CoMFA and CoMSIA models were
hence derived corresponding to the optimum number.
The parameters of confidence intervals were further esti-
mated by bootstrap in 10 runs. The column filtering box
was kept unchecked during all operations.

2.4. Validation of CoMFA and CoMSIA models

In addition to LOO method to validate the CoMFA and
CoMSIA models, a test set made up of eight compounds



Table 1. Structures and binding affinities in the training set and test set

Compound n R1 R2 Ki (nM)

Training set

1 2 H H 1.42 ± 0.17

2 2 H Cl 2.41 ± 0.22

3 2 H NO2 2.14 ± 0.34

4 2 H NH2 0.95 ± 0.04

5 0 H H 0.86 ± 0.20

6 0 H Cl 0.66 ± 0.05

8 0 H NH2 0.63 ± 0.10

9 0 H OH 3.26 ± 0.12

10 0 H m-OH 2.74 ± 0.74

11 2 H H 0.49 ± 0.00

13 0 n-Bu n-Bu 6.96 ± 0.85

14 0 n-Pr n-Pr 2.72 ± 0.39

15 0 n-Pr CPM 2.38 ± 0.37

17 2 O Et 1.57 ± 0.80

18 2 O Pr 0.85 ± 0.40

19 2 O Bu 0.68 ± 0.30

20 2 NH Me 0.29 ± 0.10

22 2 NH Pr 0.25 ± 0.10

23 2 NH n-Bu 0.30 ± 0.20

24 2 NH i-Bu 1.39 ± 0.14

26 2 O NH–n-Bu 6.33 ± 0.40

27 2 O NH–n-Hex 8.13 ± 2.67

29 1 NH n-Pen 1.44 ± 0.04

30 1 NH n-Hept 5.61 ± 0.37

31 0 O n-Hept 21.89 ± 7.11

32 0 O Bn 10.33 ± 0.66

34 0 O (CH2)4Ph 6.18 ± 0.47

35 0 O p-MeO–Bn 2.11 ± 0.35

36 10.1 ± 0.65

38 CH3 H 183 ± 16

39 H Pr 191 ± 3.9

Test set

7 0 H NO2 1.61 ± 0.45

12 2 n-Bu n-Bu 4.80 ± 0.02

16 0 Bn CPM 3.91 ± 0.60

21 2 NH Et 0.28 ± 0.10

25 2 O NH–Et 12.32 ± 1.29

28 1 NH n-Pr 1.60 ± 0.28

33 0 O (CH2)2Ph 2.21 ± 0.35

37 H H 120 ± 9.6
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Figure 2. Superposition of 39 molecules including compounds in the

training set and test set based on the template of nor-BNI, a potent and

j selective antagonist. (The structure of nor-BNI was removed for

purposes of clarity.)
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was used for model validation. Similar to cross-validat-
ed q2 values of LOO method, the predictive performance
of models on the test set was estimated by predictive r2

values, which is expressed in the following equation:

predictive r2 ¼ SSD� PRESS

SSD

where SSD is the sum of squared deviation between the
pKi values of test set molecules and PRESS is the sum of
squared deviations between the observed and the pre-
dicted pKi values.
Figure 3. Sequence alignments of three subtypes of human opioid rec

transmembrane (TM) extracellular loop (EL), and intra-cellular loop (IL) reg

residues among them were highlighted in dark blue, while residues in opioid
2.5. Homology modeling of kappa opioid receptor

The sequence of human kappa opioid receptor was re-
trieved from the SwissProt database (Accession No.
P41145).23 The sequences of bovine rhodopsin and hu-
man l and d opioid receptors were obtained from Swiss-
Prot, too, for sequence alignments (see Fig. 3). The
crystal structure of bovine rhodopsin was retrieved from
Protein Data Bank (PDB entry code 1F88),24 which
served as the template to generate the structural model
of kappa opioid receptor. At first the 7 TM fragments
were constructed by mutating the corresponding residue
in the template into target residue in kappa receptor.
Residue Ala106 was inserted into the target structure.
The extracellular loop 2 (EL2), connecting TM4 and
TM5, was built on the basis of EL2 of rhodopsin. The
other extra- and intra-cellular loop regions were built
with loop search function of SYBYLSYBYL/Biopolymer module.
The N- and C-terminal regions were extended from the
transmembrane regions for 10 residues, not completely
built. A disulfide bond was formed between the side
chains of residues Cys131 and Cys210. After all done,
adding all side chains and hydrogen atoms and loading
Kollman All-Atom charges, the initial structure was
energy minimized for 5000 steps with Kollman All-At-
om force field.25

The protonated GNTI was docked into the minimized
structure of kappa receptor manually, by putting the
protonated nitrogen toward the side chain of residue
Asp138 and the guanidine group close to the side chain
of Glu297. The whole complex structure was then min-
eptors with bovine rhodopsin (N- and C-terminals omitted). The

ions were labeled correspondingly. In transmembrane regions, identical

receptors analogous to those in rhodopsin were colored in red.
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imized for 5000 steps again, with Tripos force field.22

The minimized GNTI–receptor complex structure was
used for further analysis.

2.6. QSAR coefficient contour maps

CoMFA and CoMSIA results were visualized by �stDev*

Coeff� contours. The molecule-5 was visualized as the
reference structure. Both CoMFA and CoMSIA plots
were contoured by actual values. All the molecules used
for QSAR analysis were aligned onto the GNTI struc-
ture in the GNTI–receptor complex, which led to the
mapping of CoMSIA plots onto the bound receptor
model. Key residues, which should account for j selec-
tivity and potency were hence recognized on the receptor
model.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Charge assignment of guanidine group

Charge assignment is crucial to a successful QSAR anal-
ysis, especially when molecules under investigation were
positive charged or negative charged. In this study,
many compounds contained a guanidine group with
+1 charge, which was quite different from those men-
tioned in any other 3D-QSAR studies in the literature.
Different from other groups like –NH3

+, there are four
central atoms, rather than one or two atoms, to share
the one positive charge. How to correctly assign the
one positive charge on each atom in guanidine group
is quite challenging. Many methods led to different re-
sults, and different charge assignments led to different
or even converse 3D-QSAR contours.

At first compoundswith amino group in the studywere set
in their protonated type and fixed near the protonated
nitrogen atom of nor-BNI. Various methods were used
to calculate guanidine group charges such as Gasteiger,26

Gasteiger–Hückel, Del Re,27 MMFF94,28,29 Hückel,30

andPullman31methods (Fig. 4). Based on different charge
assignments on the guanidine group by various methods,
the positive charges was focused on the central carbon
atom, and the nearby three groups (each group composed
of one nitrogen atom and two hydrogen atoms) showed a
little negative charge to neutralize the highly positive
 Gasteiger Gasteiger-Hückel Del-Re
C +0.384 +0.286 +1.419
H +0.194 +0.261 +0.208
N -0.183 -0.285 -0.555

Figure 4. Different charge distributions of guanidine group calculated by mul

nitrogen atoms in blue, and hydrogen atoms in white.
charged carbon atom in the center in MMFF94 and Del
Re methods. Hückel calculation was questionable be-
cause of wrong nitrogen charge assignment. And one po-
sitive charge were distributed among three nearby groups
with the central carbon little contribution to this charge in
the Pullman method. However, Gasteiger–Hückel and
Gasteiger calculations led to different results, in which
the positive charge spread along the whole guanidine
group. The carbon atom and three nearby groups made
almost equal contributions to this one positive charge.
Considering that the uniform charge distribution may
be mostly preferable for guanidine group, Gasteiger–
Hückel method was finally used in this study.

3.2. CoMFA and CoMSIA models and validation

The best predictions were obtained with CoMFA stan-
dard model (q2 = 0.693, N = 4) and CoMSIA combined
model with all descriptors (q2 = 0.617. N = 4) (Table 2);
their predictive performance on the test was r2 = 0.607
by CoMFA and r2 = 0.701 by CoMSIA, which indicated
that the built 3D-QSARmodels were reliable and able to
predict binding affinities of new derivatives accurately.
CoMSIA models with different field combinations were
also evaluated by LOO and test set methodologies and
these models also showed good predictive values (Table
2), which indicated that the CoMSIA models were less
affected by fields employed. The conventional fit values
on training set and prediction values on the test set made
by the two models are shown in Table 3. The relationship
curves between observed values versus conventional fit
values (prediction values) on the training set (test set)
are also displayed in Figure 5.

3.3. CoMFA and CoMSIA contours

CoMFA and CoMSIA contour plots showed that there
was a large blue contour around the second basic group
(Fig. 6a), which was in good agreement with previous re-
ports8,10,11 and indicated that the positive-charged
group in this region helped to increase binding affinity.
However, a red contour was also observed in CoMSIA
contour plots (Fig. 6b), which brought complexity to
this region. A detailed analysis on electrostatic, steric,
and hydrophobic (Fig. 6c) interactions of this kind of
compounds is discussed below in combination with the
j opioid receptor model. Unlike other fields describing
MMFF94 Hückel Pullman 
+1.200 -0.360 +0.059 
+0.450 0.000 +0.208 

 -0.967 +0.453 -0.102 

tiple methods available in SYBYL. Carbon atoms were colored in gray,



Table 3. Actual versus conventional fit values (predicted values) activities of CoMFA (standard) and CoMSIA (all descriptors) models on the

training set (test set)

Compound Actual pKi CoMFAa CoMSIAb

Conventional fit.c Resd Conventional fitc Resd

(a) Training set

Molecule-1 8.848 8.837 0.011 8.943 �0.095

Molecule-2 8.618 8.826 �0.208 8.889 �0.271

Molecule-3 8.670 8.828 �0.158 8.919 �0.249

Molecule-4 9.022 8.867 0.155 9.034 �0.012

Molecule-5 9.066 8.847 0.219 8.796 0.270

Molecule-6 9.181 8.967 0.214 8.802 0.379

Molecule-8 9.201 8.947 0.254 8.922 0.279

Molecule-9 8.487 8.880 �0.393 8.725 �0.238

Molecule-10 8.562 8.834 �0.272 8.673 �0.111

Molecule-11 9.310 9.315 �0.005 9.155 0.155

Molecule-13 8.157 8.157 0.000 8.421 �0.264

Molecule-14 8.565 8.446 0.119 8.481 0.084

Molecule-15 8.623 8.596 0.027 8.509 0.114

Molecule-17 8.804 9.084 �0.280 8.978 �0.174

Molecule-18 9.071 9.138 �0.067 9.042 0.029

Molecule-19 9.168 9.214 �0.046 9.108 0.059

Molecule-20 9.538 8.997 0.541 9.223 0.315

Molecule-22 9.602 9.266 0.336 9.391 0.211

Molecule-23 9.523 9.359 0.164 9.460 0.063

Molecule-24 8.857 9.156 �0.299 9.331 �0.474

Molecule-26 8.199 8.221 �0.022 8.175 0.024

Molecule-27 8.090 8.031 0.059 7.962 0.128

Molecule-29 8.842 8.645 0.197 8.709 0.133

Molecule-30 8.251 8.558 �0.307 8.671 �0.420

Molecule-31 7.660 7.722 �0.062 7.759 �0.099

Molecule-32 7.986 8.401 �0.415 8.172 �0.186

Molecule-34 8.209 8.218 �0.009 8.081 0.128

Molecule-35 8.676 8.501 0.175 8.384 0.292

Molecule-36 7.996 8.100 �0.104 8.135 �0.139

Molecule-38 6.738 6.635 0.103 6.715 0.022

Molecule-39 6.719 6.642 0.077 6.670 0.049

(b) Test set

CoMFAa CoMSIAb

Compound Actual pKi Predicted pKi
e Resd Predicted pKi

e Resd

Molecule-7 8.793 8.943 �0.150 8.547 0.246

Molecule-12 8.319 8.659 �0.340 8.677 �0.358

Molecule-16 8.408 8.806 �0.398 8.549 �0.142

Molecule-21 9.553 9.180 0.373 9.335 0.218

Molecule-25 7.909 8.671 �0.761 8.415 �0.505

Molecule-28 8.796 8.537 0.259 8.675 0.121

Molecule-33 8.656 7.977 0.679 7.832 0.824

Molecule-37 6.921 6.630 0.291 6.743 0.178

a CoMFA standard model.
b CoMSIA model combined with all descriptors.
c Conventional fitted value.
d Difference between actual and fitted (predicted) pKi values.
e Predicted pKi value.

Table 2. CoMFA and CoMSIA analysis on indolomorphinan j antagonists

Model q2 N r2 SEE F SEEbs q2bs Pred. r2

CoMFA(std) 0.693 4 0.900 0.238 58.245 0.188 0.924 0.607

CoMSIA(steric + electro) 0.738 6 0.923 0.217 47.651 0.150 0.964 0.579

CoMSIA(steric + electro + hydrophobic) 0.591 3 0.849 0.286 50.707 0.228 0.886 0.603

CoMSIA(steric + electro + hydrophobic + donor) 0.603 3 0.840 0.294 47.372 0.234 0.895 0.627

CoMSIA(steric + electro + hydrophobic + acceptor) 0.620 6 0.961 0.155 97.745 0.108 0.980 0.451

CoMSIA(all descriptors) 0.617 4 0.904 0.233 61.168 0.198 0.886 0.701

q2—leave one out (LOO) cross-validated correlation coefficient, N—optimum number of components, r2—noncross-validated correlation coefficient,

SEE—standard error of estimate, F—F-test value, SEEbs—standard error of estimate by boot strapping analysis, q2bs—mean r2 by boot strapping

analysis (in 10 runs), Pred. r2—CoMFA (CoMSIA) predictive q2 values on the test set.
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Figure 5. Plot of observed pKi versus conventional fit predictions (predicted activities) of training set (a) and test set (b). Blue rhombs show

conventional fit (predictions) of CoMFA standard model and pink triangles show those of CoMSIA (all descriptors) model.
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compound binding requirements, H-bond fields describe
properties located on the receptor. In H-bond donor
field contours, areas colored in cyan where H-bond
acceptors on the receptor are predicted to favor binding
and areas colored in purple where H-bond acceptors on
the receptor are predicted to reduce binding. For accep-
tor field contours, it shows regions where H-bond do-
nors on the receptor are predicted to enhance
(magenta) and reduce (red) binding capacity. H-bond
donor/acceptor contour maps (Fig. 6d and e) suggested
that there should be one H-acceptor and one H-donor
favored for binding in the receptor.

3.4. Homology modeling of kappa opioid receptor and
GNTI–receptor complex

Currently there is only one crystal structure, that is, bo-
vine rhodopsin, belonging to the superfamily of G-pro-
tein coupled receptors (GPCR). Because the seven
transmembrane regions are highly conserved among
the whole family, the structure of bovine rhodopsin
has been hence widely used as a template to model 3D
structures of any other GPCR (for a recent review,
please see Ref. 32). Excellent results, such as successful
virtual screening, have already been obtained based on
rhodopsin-derived structural models.33,34 Kappa opioid
receptor belongs to the superfamily of GPCR, therefore,
it is reasonable to construct its structural model based
on the unique crystal structure of bovine rhodopsin.

Because of the long sequence and importance of the
extracellular loop 2, it is difficult to model a reliable
structure by the loop search method. There was only
one residue number difference between the two sequenc-
es, hence, the EL2 of rhodopsin was used as a template
to model the EL2 region of the receptor.

The binding site of GNTI was determined according to
experimental evidence, such as site-directed mutagenesis
results. Because the supposed binding pocket of the
receptor was not enough to accommodate GNTI, the li-
gand was docked into the binding pocket of the model
manually, and some side chains of residues around
GNTI were adjusted to release more space for the li-
gand. After energy minimization, the ligand–receptor
complex was formed. Binding residues including
Asp138, Glu297, and Tyr312, which formed key interac-
tions with GNTI, were consistent with experimental evi-
dence. In addition to the interactions reported in the
literature,11 two novel hydrogen bonds were identified
in our model. The oxygen bridge between C4 and C5
in GNTI structure formed a hydrogen bond with
Tyr139. Another hydrogen bond was observed between
the guanidine with Tyr312. Therefore, the GNTI–recep-
tor complex structure was a reasonable model to map
CoMSIA contours and identify the binding features of
indolomorphinan derivatives.

3.5. Mapping CoMSIA contours in the GNTI–receptor
complex model

Based on the above 3D-QSAR models, the CoMSIA
contours were further mapped into a j opioid receptor
model (Fig. 7a), the blue mesh (Fig. 7b) generated by
CoMSIA, meant positive charge would be favorable
for binding affinity, was exactly located around nega-
tive-charged residue Glu297, which indicated the impor-
tance of residue Glu297 in antagonist binding and was
consistent with experimental evidence. The correspond-
ing residue of Glu297 in j subtype was Trp284 in d and
Lys305 in l subtypes, respectively, quite different among
them. Therefore, Glu297 would not only contribute to
the binding affinity, but also to the selectivity. Besides,
this blue region extended to Tyr312, indicating that res-
idue Tyr312 might get involved in antagonist binding,
too. However, when this residue was replaced by ala-
nine,35 the binding affinities of GNTI and nor-BNI to
j opioid receptor increased slightly, so it is hard to ad-
dress the role of Tyr312 upon antagonist binding exactly
here.

Meanwhile, the red meshes, meant negative charge
favorable to binding affinity, were observed to match
the positive-charged residue Lys227 (Fig. 7b), which
suggested Lys227 plays a role in antagonist binding.
This result was further confirmed by H-bond acceptor
contours (Fig. 6e) where one H-bond donor favored
for binding may exist in this area of the receptor. Obvi-
ously, this H-bond donor refers to the residue Lys227.
Nevertheless, this residue is highly conserved among
all the three opioid receptors, and the assumption that
all naltrexone derived compounds bind to opioid recep-
tors in similar modes was widely accepted.35 Com-
pounds interacting with this residue may also increase



Figure 6. CoMFA (standard model) and CoMSIA (all descriptors model) stdev* coeff Contour plots: (a) red contours predict negative charge

enhance affinity, whereas blue contours predict positive charge enhance affinity; (b) green contours predict bulky group enhance affinity, whereas

yellow contours predict less bulky group is favored for affinity; (c) yellow contours predict hydrophobes enhance affinity, whereas white contours

predict hydrophilic group enhance affinity; (d) cyan contours predict H-bond acceptors on the receptor enhance binding, whereas purple contours

reduce binding; (e) magenta contours predict H-bond donors on the receptor enhance binding, whereas red contours reduce binding.
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Figure 7. (a) Structural aligned compounds were mapped to the modeled j opioid receptor–GNTI complex; (b) electrostatic contours: red mesh

predict negative charge enhance affinity, whereas blue mesh predict positive charge enhance affinity; (c) steric contours: green mesh predict bulk

favored for binding affinity, whereas yellow mesh predict bulky group reduce binding; (d) hydrophobic contours: yellow mesh predict hydrophobic

group enhance binding, whereas white mesh predict hydrophilic group enhance binding. (Nearby hydrophobic residues are colored in yellow and

polar residues in white.)
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their binding affinity to other two opioid receptors.
Hence, it is reasonable to suppose that residue Lys227
mainly contributes to the binding affinity but has noth-
ing to do with the selectivity.

Some compounds (compounds 17–19) containing only
neutral amide groups rather than basic groups also
showed considerable j binding affinity and antagonist
potency. They displayed their antagonist potency in
[35S]GTPcS assays by compound 17 (Ke = 0.48 nM),
compound 18 (Ke = 0.35 nM), and compound 19
(Ke = 0.46 nM), respectively (nor-BNI Ke = 0.04 nM as
control).15 However, these compounds showed almost
no selectivity between j and d, especially in antagonist
potency assays in vitro. Therefore, it was obvious that
a basic group interacting with Glu297 was essential to
the selectivity of j antagonist, and once again residue
Lys227 had nothing to do with the selectivity. In addi-
tion, Black15 proposed that the highly electronegative
oxygen atom in amide group may interact with Lys214
in d receptor (identical to Lys227 in j receptor) by H-
bond and thus increase their binding affinity to d recep-
tor, which was also in good agreement with our results.

In steric contour meshes (Fig. 7c), green ones, indicating
that more bulky would be favorable for binding affinity,
extended along binding gorge. It was worthy to note
that one yellow area, being less bulky for binding affin-
ity, occupied near Glu297 and Tyr312. Just as Metzger
et al.35 explained in mutation studies on j opioid recep-
tor, the replacement of the bulky Tyr312 with less bulky
alanine may actually facilitate binding.

We also mapped hydrophobic contours (Fig. 7d) into
the j receptor. Polar residues around regions were col-
ored in white and hydrophobic residues in yellow.
Several hydrophilic areas were proposed where
Tyr312, Glu297, and space along the gorge tunnel
were present. Furthermore, Phe214 and Pro215 of sec-
ond extracellular loop (EL-2) may also account for
hydrophobic interactions with antagonists in the j
opioid receptor.

Combining all the above mapping information, it was
believed that, when modifying the 5 0-position of naltrin-
dole, a less bulky but hydrophilic group, better a small
basic group toward Glu297 and Tyr312 would increase
the binding affinity and j selectivity; on the other side,
a big and hydrophobic fragment with partial negative
charge would form hydrophobic interactions with resi-
dues Phe214 and Pro215 and hydrogen-bonding interac-
tion with Lys227.
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4. Conclusion

3D-QSAR models of indolomorphinan derivatives
were obtained by CoMFA and CoMSIA methods.
Both of them showed good predictive capabilities for
antagonist binding upon j opioid receptors. Based on
the results, CoMSIA contours were further mapped
into the j opioid receptor–GNTI complex model and
several key residues were identified. The results demon-
strated that a second basic group was essential to j
selectivity and residue Glu297 was crucial for j antag-
onist potency and selectivity, whereas residue Lys227
of j opioid receptor was identified to contribute to
antagonist�s binding affinity rather than selectivity
due to its conservation among all three opioid recep-
tors. At last a suggestion on how to modify the struc-
ture of indolomorphinan was given.
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